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All of you reading this column already know of my decision to step down from the presidency of Seton Hall next June. It was widely and positively reported in the media—including a story in The New York Times.

In the next issue, I will share more of my perspectives on these past 15 years and what those years have meant to Seton Hall, and I will share my heart with you, as I have tried to do all along on this journey we have made together.

Looking ahead, this academic year—as I have told the Board of Regents—holds many things yet to accomplish, goals to reach and people to thank for their contributions and hard work.

At the top of this final “to-do” list is the new University-wide strategic plan, the third of my presidency. Strategic planning is a vital part of the life of any university. I see strategic planning as an art, as well as a science. Reflecting the institution as a living community, it is designed to answer questions about who we are, where we want to go, and how we are going to get there. And, of course, strategic planning is all about communication.

As soon as I became president in 1995, I launched an ambitious strategic-planning process. With the involvement of constituencies across the campus, we embarked on a series of bold initiatives. Significant, in that period, was the progress we made in the burgeoning field of information technology. Simply stated: We brought Seton Hall up to speed very quickly and became an award-winning pioneer in teaching and learning methods that we continue to improve and develop.

In 2003, we initiated another strategic plan as we approached Seton Hall’s sesquicentennial. Not only did we wish to celebrate the signal achievement of the University’s flourishing for 150 years—in the face of often daunting challenges throughout her history—but we focused on academics, instituting, for example, new doctorates in nursing and biology and an array of graduate and undergraduate programs, including a new and signature core curriculum.

We also set a fundraising goal for a sesquicentennial capital campaign, Ever Forward, which we wound up surpassing—raising more money than all our previous campaigns combined.

In addition to setting measurable goals and realistic timetables, strategic planning has to be flexible. Sometimes opportunities not in the original plan may arise, and we cannot be afraid to reach for such opportunities. On the other hand, some things do not work out. For example, one of my earliest and most cherished goals was to build a new University Center—which, if it happens, will be after my presidency, but perhaps before I’m gone completely from the scene. Others, such as the establishment of the Whitehead School, were not in the plan. It was a unique moment to grasp a special opportunity for Seton Hall to partner with the United Nations Association of the U.S.A. and to participate in today’s phenomenon of increasing globalization and internationalization.

Now, under the leadership of Provost Gabriel Esteban, Seton Hall is formulating a new strategic plan that looks ahead to 2015. There is nothing more important to me—and to Alma Mater—than this work of planning and self-challenge.

What lies ahead, then? Well, the overarching goal for Seton Hall has been greater national recognition, especially in recruiting top students, and more prominence in New Jersey, particularly through our professional and graduate programs. We will achieve this through academic excellence in our students and outstanding faculty, through greater and more alumni engagement, visibility of athletic programs and through an ever-deepening commitment to our Catholic identity.

I have said on a number of occasions, borrowing from the wisdom of the ancient Greeks: The mark of a great society (and university!) is where old folks plant trees in whose shade they will never sit. That is what we are doing as we plan for the short- and long-term future of this venerable institution.

Even in the face of unprecedented, external challenges, we must focus on strategy, on the future, on goals that are achievable and measurable, on new ideas that will prepare Seton Hall to educate generations yet to come.

Strategic planning is designed to answer questions about who we are, where we want to go, and how we are going to get there.
Globe-trotting scholars

Seton Hall’s dedication to academic excellence and its increased commitment to globalization have generated new interest in the highly competitive Fulbright program.

The international educational exchange program, sponsored by the U.S. Department of State, works to increase global understanding. Participants are chosen for their academic merit and leadership potential and are given the chance to study, teach and conduct research while exchanging ideas with people in other countries.

The program, established by Congress in 1946, operates in more than 150 countries and awards about 7,000 grants every year. Four recent Seton Hall graduates and five faculty members were awarded Fulbright grants this year:

**Students**
- **Julia Edwards, M.A. ’09,** who earned a master’s degree from the Whitehead School of Diplomacy and International Relations, is working in Norway as an English teaching assistant.
- **Kristin Pe ’09,** who majored in both Asian studies and diplomacy, is in Taiwan through July 2010, working as an English teaching assistant in an elementary school.
- **Marie Vivienne Pineda ’09,** who majored in diplomacy and international relations and minored in Spanish and in broadcasting and visual media, is in South Korea through July 2010. She is teaching conversational English to Korean students in secondary schools as a teaching assistant.
- **Lisa Rubenthaler, M.A. ’09,** who earned her master’s degree in education from the EPICS program in the College of Education and Human Services, is working as an English teaching assistant in Madrid through June 2010.

**Faculty**
- **Glenda Webb, Ph.D.,** professor of religious studies and associate director of the Honors Program was in Yogyakarta, Indonesia, in June and July as a Fulbright Senior Specialist. She taught a graduate course at Gadjah Mada University on “Islam, Pluralism, and Dialogue in the U.S.” and participated in graduate advise-ment and conferences related to youth, religious pluralism, and sustainable development in Indonesia.
- **Inos Angeli Murzaku, Ph.D.,** an associate professor of religious studies and the university honors program, will travel in November to Slovenia, where she will lecture and lead graduate seminars at the University of Ljubljana sociology department. As the winner of a Fulbright Senior Specialist grant, she will focus on the role of religion in Eastern Europe after the fall of communism, and lead inter-religion dialogue.
- **Patrick Fisher, Ph.D.,** an associate professor in political science, is at the Comenius University in the Slovak Republic, lecturing and teaching courses on American political culture and institutions.
- **Maxim Matusевич, Ph.D.,** an associate professor who teaches global, African and Cold War history, will head to his native Russia in spring 2010, where he will teach courses in world civilizations at St. Petersburg. He will also research a book he is writing on racial perceptions and attitudes in the Soviet Union.
- **Anisa Mehdi,** an adjunct communication professor who teaches documentary film, will be a consultant to media organizations in Jordan for the 2009-2010 academic year, sharing her skills in news and documentary production.
monsieur sheean to step down

Monsieur Robert Sheeren ‘67, S.T.D., will enter a new stage of his priesthood next year when he leaves the Seton Hall University presidency after 15 years in the position.

His decision to seek new challenges, made after months of reflection, was a deeply personal and spiritual choice.

“As a priest, I try to listen to what God is saying,” he told The New York Times after making the announcement in June. “It doesn’t have to do with university or church life, but with where I am as a priest at this time in my life.”

Highlights of Monsieur Sheenan’s tenure include a focus on global understanding — marked by the founding of the John C. Whitehead School of Diplomacy and International Relations — and a focus on technology, with the opening of a new Science and Technology Center and improved campus and classroom computer networks. The University has also initiated new doctoral programs in nursing and molecular bioscience and developed a nationally ranked program in health law.

Other achievements under Monsieur Sheenan’s leadership include a record $153 million capital campaign; a more geographically and culturally diverse student population; renovation of the historic Chapel of the Immaculate Conception; and increased awareness of the University’s role as a Catholic institution dedicated to developing servant leaders.

The Sheenan years have also been marked by increasing the University’s profile and improving its academic standing in New Jersey and nationwide.

Monsieur Sheenan is spending his last year as president completing the University’s strategic plan and securing its financial health.

While he has not announced any specific plans for the future, he will take a yearlong sabbatical from 2010-11.

The Board of Regents hopes to name a successor in time for a new president to take office in July 2010.
Father Jaki: A leading thinker

World-renowned theologian and physicist Stanley L. Jaki, an eminent Seton Hall professor, died April 4 at the age of 84. Known for his many works contemplating the relationship between religion and science and faith and reason, the Hungarian-born Benedictine joined the physics faculty in 1965, attaining a prestigious academic appointment in philosophy and theology.

“Father Jaki’s work elucidated the notion that in understanding the very laws of the physical universe, science naturally opened out toward the affirmation of faith,” said Father Thomas G. Guaino ’73, S.T.D., professor of systematic theology at Seton Hall.

Over the course of his career, Father Jaki wrote more than 40 books, was a visiting professor at universities all over the world, and was a Gifford lecturer at the University of Edinburgh, a prestigious academic appointment in philosophy and theology.

“I believe there is a basic misunderstanding which has existed for hundreds of years and will continue to persist about the ‘creationist problem’” he told The New York Times after receiving the Templeton Prize, “because in intellectual life we do not solve such dilemmas to the satisfaction of everybody.”

Father Jaki’s books, such as The Reliance of Physics (1966) and Science and Creation (1974), marked the similarities and differences between science and religion, and explored the limits between the two. He believed science and religion not only were compatible, but also reinforced each other.

Robert Mauro wrote about Father Jaki’s influence for Inside the Vatican magazine:

“One of the central questions he dealt with was this: How is it that science became a self-sustaining enterprise only in the Christian West? Father Jaki believed the answer lay in the Christian faith, in belief in the Incarnation, and his life work was to show why this was so.”

In addition to his work at Seton Hall, Father Jaki taught throughout the United States and Europe, at such institutions as Yale, Harvard, Oxford, the Sorbonne and the Gregorian University in Rome.

He earned two doctoral degrees — a doctorate in theology from the Pontifical Institute of San Anselmo in Rome in 1950 and a doctorate in physics from Fordham in 1957. He conducted research at Stanford University and the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, and was awarded many honorary doctoral degrees, including one from Seton Hall in 1991.  

A donation of paintings, prints and photographs from Board of Regents member Edward J. Quinn ’68/M.S. ’81 and his wife, Jane, has allowed for a permanent art collection called “The Art of Science” that was installed in the Science and Technology Center.

Thirty-one students sponsored by the First Year Experience in the Department of Housing and Residence Life spent spring break volunteering in New Orleans with Habitat for Humanity, building homes for people affected by Hurricane Katrina. The students not only volunteered their time, but also raised funds to pay for their travel expenses and lodging.

Gary Bouchard, Ph.D., director of clinical education and associate professor in the School of Health and Medical Sciences, has been named editor of the “Higher Education” feature in the Journal of Physician Assistant Education.

Ines Angell Murzaku, Ph.D., associate professor of ecclesiastical history in the religious studies department, was recently appointed to the United Nations as a representative of CARE, an association of Christians who pursue peace, justice, and reconciliation in Eastern Europe.

On April 4, PSE &G honored Paula R. Zaccone, Ed.D., professor of education studies, with a Green Award at the 2009 Greenfest held at the Garden State Exhibition Center in Somerset, N.J. Zaccone is a certified health-education specialist and the author of numerous published mymng scripts that help children learn about health.

Beta Gamma Sigma, the international business honor society, recently recognized two individuals nominated by the Stillman School of Business. Bob Carr, chairman and CEO of Heartland Payment Systems and a member of the Center for Entrepreneurial Studies Board of Advisors, was awarded the 2009 Medallion for Entrepreneurship Award, and Raymond Chambers, M.B.A. ’83 was awarded the 2009 Business Achievement Award.

Brian B. Shulman, Ph.D., dean of the School of Health and Medical Sciences (SHMS), was recently appointed to the board of trustees of St. Michael’s Medical Center. Part of the school’s Division of Medical Residencies and Fellowships, St. Michael’s hosts the largest number of SHMS’ medical residents and fellows.

This summer, Max Matsuiich, Ph.D., associate professor of history, participated in an interdisciplinary project at the National Endowment for the Humanities Institute at the New York Public Library on America’s relationship with Russia from 1880 to 1930.

Mark Molesky, Ph.D., assistant professor of history, received a summer fellowship from the National Endowment for the Humanities to conduct research in London and Lisbon, Portugal, on the Lisbon earthquake of 1755. Molesky also received a fellowship from Brown University to continue his research on the Lisbon earthquake during the fall semester.

In June, the Center for Catholic Studies hosted “Forging a New Economic Paradigm,” a two-day international conference that examined the writings and theories of philosopher and theologian Bernard J. Lonergan, S.J. (1914-1984). The event attracted an international group of scholars, economists and businesspeople and featured speakers and panelists such as Tom Keene from Bloomberg Radio and James Blake from the Money Organization.

The Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE) granted the College of Nursing reaccreditation for the next 10 years (the maximum number of years for which accreditation can be earned). Included in the reaccreditation are the college’s B.S.N. program and all of its M.S.N. programs.

In April, Dean John Monez of the School of Diplomacy moderated a symposium at the United Nations to commemorate the one-year anniversary of an address delivered by Pope Benedict XVI.

At the 51st annual Grammy Awards in February, Douglas Purvisance, a trombone teacher at Seton Hall and a member of The Vanguard Jazz Orchestra, received a Grammy Award for the Best Large Jazz Ensemble Album for “Monday Night Live at the Village Vanguard.”
Saint John the Baptist, Jersey City (1897)

Visible from the PATH terminal in Journal Square, St. John’s Church is a massive granite structure, built in the Romanesque style, whose somber exterior belies its lavish and glittering interior.

Its magnificent mosaics, executed in Venice under the direction of Victor Zucchi, cover 5,488 square feet. (Only the Cathedral of St. Louis, the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception in Washington, and two other churches in the United States can boast more mosaics.)

They cover the apse from floor to dome and include a reproduction of Raphael’s “La Disputa del Sacramento.”

Saint Aedan’s, Jersey City (1931)

Completed at a cost of $1 million in the depths of the Depression, St. Aedan’s Church sits on the highest point in Jersey City. (One of the major donors was Jersey City Mayor Frank “I am the Law” Hague.)

A rare example of ecclesiastical design, St. Aedan’s combines the Byzantine style with contemporary features of Art Moderne and pure Art Deco. The glazed brick and ceramic roof tiles used in the church’s construction were imported from Italy, and its great dome is visible for miles.

Marble, onyx and mosaic combine to create a sanctuary of breathtaking beauty. Soft lighting, created by small stained glass windows, creates a surprisingly meditative atmosphere in an enormous building.

Saint Patrick’s, Elizabeth (1899)

A scaled-down copy of the great cathedral of Cologne can be seen from the New Jersey Turnpike and from planes landing at Newark Airport. This is St. Patrick’s Church.

Although its light gray granite has been obscured by decades of grime, the pure Gothic details of its magnificent façade and towers are clear.

Windows from the studios of Franz Meyer of Munich (the same studio that produced the windows in the Seton Hall Chapel) allow brilliant colors to move across the interior. In more than a century, the only major alteration to the interior has been converting the original gas lights to electric. (They have retained their shape and glass.)

The altar of Tyrolean marble, Italian marble, and Algerian and Mexican onyx reaches almost to the ceiling; life-size polychrome Tyrolean statues stand majestically in place; and the sound of a 2,900-pipe organ fills the nave.

In addition to the Cathedral Basilica of the Sacred Heart in Newark—one of the most magnificent Gothic buildings in the Western Hemisphere—a number of lesser-known gems of ecclesiastical art and architecture can be found within a short ride of Seton Hall.

Here, Monsignor Robert J. Wister, associate professor of Church history and an internationally recognized Church historian, offers his five favorite churches in the Archdiocese of Newark.

Saint John’s, Orange (1869)

Designed by Jeremiah O’Rourke—a architect of the University Chapel and Presidents Hall—this Gothic Revival church was constructed with local brownstone. Its elaborate spire, added in 1881, with protruding gargoyles and statues of the four evangelists, is unique, as is the sanctuary floor, with its magnificent floral patterned parquetry.

The interior’s literal centerpiece—sensational oak reredos (an ornamental screen that sits behind an altar) carved by the queens Brothers of Louvain, Belgium—was added in 1892. (According to parish lore, pieces of the reredos arrived without instructions for assembly, but a local carpenter figured out the puzzle.)

St. John’s acoustics are so fine that Thomas Edison conducted one of his first recordings there, and Enrico Caruso and Geraldine Farrar of the Metropolitan Opera sang in the church on several occasions.

Saint Columba’s, Newark (1899)

A mélange of architectural styles, St. Columba’s is based on the early 18th-century Chapelle Royale of Versailles. Its façade and semi-circular porch are copied from Pietro da Cortona’s mid-17th-century church of Santa Maria della Pace in Rome, and its bell tower is a smaller version of the Renaissance campanile of St. Mark’s in Venice.

The Tiffany-style stained glass windows in the nave of St. Columba’s were crafted by Arnold & Locke, Tiffany’s major competitor. Saints depicted in the windows appear to float on a gold background because of the deep, iridescent colors used, and a trompe l’oeil effect adapted in the upper, or clerestory, windows gives the illusion of a cloudy sky.

Saints depicted in the windows appear to float on a gold background because of the deep, iridescent colors used, and a trompe l’oeil effect adapted in the upper, or clerestory, windows gives the illusion of a cloudy sky.
A Search for Meaning

The phone rings and Matthew Hale, chair of the Department of Public and Healthcare Administration, prepares to hear a familiar story. The age of the caller changes—they might be baby boomers, or the babies of those boomers, but they are all reaching out to find out how to make a difference.

The worst of times sometimes brings out the best in people. In this climate of economic uncertainty, applications to the Department of Public and Healthcare Administration (DPHA) are up 140 percent in the past two years, from 20 to 48 applicants.

And even with a rolling admissions process, next year’s enrollment in the Masters of Public Administration program is already up 35 percent, from 17 to 23 students.

“Graduate education is countercyclical to the economy, but this is exciting and heartening for our program. A career in public service is such a rewarding one,” says Hale.

National statistics support what Hale has seen at Seton Hall. Graduate school applications for 2007-08 were up seven to eight percent, according to the Council of Graduate Schools. At the same time, 48,500 people applied to the community-service network Americorps between November 2008 and March 2009—a 230 percent increase from a year earlier.

Hale credits the election of Barack Obama. “The new administration has talked extensively about the importance of public service and that message seems to be hitting home,” he says.

Out in the World

Alexander McDonald, M.P.A. ’05 was convinced he could make a difference working in local government after hearing two guest speakers from Milburn, N.J., in one of Hale’s classes. He became an intern with the township while completing his master’s degree. The 28-year-old is now assistant administrator of the township, where he sees a growing need for public employees.

“There is a huge gap in public-sector work, specifically government, that sees the baby-boomer generation retiring quickly and leaving many opportunities for young professionals,” says McDonald.

In his new role as department chair, Hale is looking forward to strengthening partnerships with city governments to give more students like McDonald the chance to experience directed fellowships. Hale also expects the department to be more active on social networking sites like Facebook and MySpace to extend its reach to the next generation of students.

“As for future graduates of the DPHA program, Hale believes they may help answer one of the country’s biggest problems.”

“Maybe I’m being idealistic,” says Hale, “but I think we’ll get out of the current economic situation sooner because we have great minds thinking about what we can do to solve the problem and help people,” says Hale.

Jonathan Bender is a freelance writer based in Kansas City, Mo.
A STUDENT UNLOCKS THE SECRETS OF AN ANCIENT PERSIAN MANUSCRIPT

O ne afternoon in November 2008, Joe Lucia and the 11 other students in the Islamic Art and Architecture course met in a drab corner of the ground floor of the Walsh Library, the inconspicuous home of the University Archives.

The group sat at tables in the conference room, surrounded by iron busts, ornately framed maps, and carts of dusty books. The students deliciately thumbed through the two boxes, marveling at the faded script from a 12th-century copy of the Qur'an and the torn edges of a 19th-century Arabic text about hygiene.

A few months earlier, rare books historian Todor Petev had discovered two boxes there, each holding about 20 loose pages from old Islamic manuscripts. Petev selected half that he found particularly interesting — for their age, place of origin, or religious significance — and it was these that his students had come to see.

For the ever-curious Lucia, now a junior, the ancient leaves would lead to some remarkable discoveries, and a taste for life as an art historian.

The first things he noticed were a few small gray splotches of paint. Holding the page up to the light, he saw that the smudges covered squiggly lines that looked like Persian script. Lucia figured that someone had tried to cover up the fact that the picture had been painted over text.

He scrutinized the leaf during several additional trips to the Archives and pore over digital close-ups from his desk in Xavier Hall. The first things he noticed were a few small cartoon-like figures, with expressionless faces and almond-shaped eyes, sitting on a hill; both gleamed with the same hues of red and blue and gold, and neither used perspective.

But the “dead giveaway,” Lucia says, was that figures in both paintings were turbans with colored Dowels, a popular fashion in the 1500s. After finding other paintings from that period, Lucia decided that the miniature must have been made between 1490 and 1560 — a century earlier than was stated on the label of the Kraft miniature.

Lucia’s estimates were confirmed, via email, by four world-class experts in Middle Eastern art.

During their correspondence, the curator of Islamic Collections at the British Museum had told Petev that the writing on the back of the miniature included the name of Shirin, a 6th-century Christian princess who had won the heart of the Persian king Khosrow. Long, epic poems of their courtship are ubiquitous in Persian folklore.

Pete and Lucia didn’t know any of the other words in the passage, making it difficult to discern whether the text was referring to the scene on its reverse or to the next story in the same book.

“I had been running around for weeks trying to get a translation of the text on the back,” Lucia recalls. Finally, he found out that an associate dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, Parviz Ansari, could read modern Persian.

Ansari discerned that the passage told the story of Farhad, Khosrow’s rival, professing his love for Shirin — a tale that has no obvious connection to the illuminated scene. “It’s possible that [the scene] was facing another full-page miniature that would complement the story, or maybe there’s no correspondence between the text and story. We just don’t know,” Petev says.

This mystery, like that of the hidden text, may never be solved. But for Lucia, that makes the investigation all the more fun. Since the course has ended, he has continued doing hands-on research as an intern at the Archives. In April, he completed an exhibit narrating the 140-year history of renovations at Seton Hall’s Chapel of the Immaculate Conception.

“When you’re in a classroom you have to look at everything on slides or in books,” Lucia says. “But it’s always better to see it — to see the actual colors, to touch it, just to be in the same room with something from so long ago.”

Virginia Hughes is a science writer and blogger in New York City. She can be reached at virginia.hughes@gmail.com. Manuscript images courtesy of the Seton Hall University Archives and Special Collections Center.
A Good, Long Run

In the summer of 1958, Warren Wolf was doing what he was usually doing in the middle of July — spending the summer with his wife, Peggy, at his parents’ bungalow in Point Pleasant, N.J. The young couple were in church when a man by the name of Joe Nixon was introduced to the congregation, he was the principal of the new Brick Township High School, slated to open that fall. Nixon announced he was looking for a man to coach the school’s first football program. The guy he originally hired had suddenly backed out.

Following church, Wolf introduced himself and mentioned he was an assistant coach and physical education teacher at Memorial High School in West New York, N.J. Nixon offered him the job as Brick’s first head football coach. Right there in the church parking lot, without knowing a thing more about him.


“So I came here,” says Wolf, 51 years later. “And I found out what Brick was.”

And Brick Township found out about Wolf, who spent the next 51 seasons becoming the most successful high school football coach in New Jersey history, retiring in December 2008 with a career record of 361-122-11. Wolf led the school to 42 winning seasons, eight of which were undefeated, and experienced only three losing seasons. His teams won 31 division titles and six state championships.

He credits Seton Hall University with instilling the sense of order and discipline he carried into his career. He attended Seton Hall on the G.I. Bill, and after three years graduated with a degree in physical education in 1949. His first job was as a teacher and coach at Memorial High, his alma mater.

“I had a $1,800 teaching salary,” says Wolf. “I thought I was Rockefeller!”

More like Knute Rockne.

While some schools can boast banners full of All State and All-America players, Brick Township has had only a handful who have gone on to star at what was formerly known as the Division 1-A level. One was Art Thomas, a defensive tackle who played at Syracuse and then in the NFL with the Oakland Raiders and Philadelphia Eagles. Thomas gives Wolf credit for his success.

“He definitely had a big influence on my life and my football career,” says Thomas.

At one point during Thomas’ senior season in 1963, Brick had won 32 games in a row. They were playing Neptune, and Thomas tackled a player so hard his own facemask cracked like a stick and split his upper lip.

“Coach Wolf ran out on the field,” Thomas recalls, “took one look at me and said, ‘Sew him up and get him back in there.’”

Thoms was rushed by ambulance to the hospital in the second quarter. By the fourth quarter he was back on the field and nearly caught the winning touchdown pass.

Neptune won the game and snapped Brick’s winning streak.

“Winning or losing, we always gave our best effort for Coach Wolf,” says Thomas.

Another of Wolf’s stars was Sammy Riello. At 5 feet 5 inches and 130 pounds, Riello was the star tailback on Brick’s first team in 1958, and Wolf’s first All-State player by his senior year.

“Mr. Wolf taught me organization, preparation and dedication to a task,” Riello says. “He never tried to show up another team.”

“I remember we beat Lakewood my senior year; something like 56-6,” Riello recalls. “And I remember his quote in the paper. He said everyone played except the punter. That’s because we never punted.”

One of Wolf’s favorite memories is Brick’s game against highly ranked Phillipsburg in 1966.

“We went up there with 22 busloads of students. We beat Phillipsburg and it was like, ‘Wow!’ We played them eight times, but that was a great victory for us.”

Brick’s victories under Wolf weren’t limited to New Jersey teams.

“We played Bishop Egan which was undefeated in Bucks County, Pa., for two years in a row, and beat them both times,” Wolf says. “We were very proud of what we did because we always tried to play the best teams.”

Wolf had a number of victories in politics, too. He was mayor of Brick Township from 1971-75, an Ocean County freeholder from 1975-81, a state assemblyman from 1981-83 and a Brick councilman from 1982-93. In retirement, Wolf, 82, is doing what he wants to do most.

He’s finally getting around to reading all of those articles and game summaries written about him and his teams dating back to his first year of playing football at Memorial High School in 1943. The scrapbooks are stacked like Legos in the basement of his Brick home.

“I never read the papers when I was coaching,” Wolf says. “But now as I read through it all, it’s great to read the good things. The reporters have been so gracious.”

In fact he’s writing a book he hopes to finish in time for Christmas: 51 Years of Brick Football, 1958-2008.

“I look back,” says Wolf, “and say my prayers at night. Amen. Because without God, Warren Wolf would have never met Joe Nixon at that Point Pleasant church in the summer of ‘58. And who knows what would have become of Brick’s football program?”

“I’m proud to see Brick Township grow,” says Wolf, “from 25,000 to 80,000 people. I’m proud the football program had a little bit to do with the growth and development of our community.”

Bryan DeNovellis ‘92 is the sports director at News 12 New Jersey.

IN HIS 51 YEARS COACHING AT
BRICK TOWNSHIP HIGH, WARREN WOLF ’49
WON MORE GAMES THAN ANY
OTHER HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL COACH
IN NEW JERSEY HISTORY.
In the Labs at Seton Hall, Eric Stroud Seeks the Key to an Easy-to-Use Shark Repellent That Just Might Save the Giant Predator.

Four people died during 59 unprovoked shark attacks around the world last year, according to the International Shark Attack File (ISAF).

On the other side of the ledger, millions of sharks were inadvertently killed by the gill nets and long-line hooks used in commercial fishing. Someday, though, if work by a Seton Hall graduate student pans out, none of these human-shark encounters need be fatal.

At least that’s the idea of Eric Stroud, a Ph.D. candidate in chemistry, whose research at Seton Hall is focused on isolating the right ingredients — and developing a time-released mechanism — for a shark repellent that really works.

Back in 2001, Stroud, a chemist, pharmaceutical-industry consultant and part-time graduate student, founded the company Shark Defense, around this idea. His company is exploring two types of solutions to the problem: electromagnetic devices and semiochemicals, which work like pheromones. At the University, Stroud, along with Professor James E. Hanson, Stroud’s research mentor and adviser, and Professor Nicholas H. Snow, an expert in gas chromatography-mass spectrometry, concentrate on the semiochemicals.

The idea was first expressed by Stroud’s wife, Joannie, during a vacation in 2001. As he recalls, “All of the U.S. press and media seemed to be covering every single shark encounter that occurred — every nip and bite.”

Stroud and his wife were on a cruise ship to Bermuda. Rained in one day, they found themselves watching the feverish shark coverage on TV. Joannie turned to her husband and asked: “Why isn’t there a shark repellent?”

Stroud didn’t know. But he told her, “Let me look at the literature.” What he was able to find wasn’t much. Indeed, there wasn’t much known, except for the fisherman’s lore that rotten shark carcasses seemed to repel waters of live sharks. This theory was amplified during World War II as the U.S. government sought to protect sailors and downed fliers in the Pacific Ocean.

What emerged was a standard U.S. military shark-repellent kit issued to servicemen and used through the Vietnam conflict. Early researchers had made a couple of good guesses about the ingredients in rotten shark meat that drove away live sharks, Stroud says, but the kit turned out to be only marginally effective.

The shark-repellent question turned into a consuming interest for Stroud, who had worked on product development for Pfizer Consumer Health Care and for Merck & Co. from 1995 through 2001. The idea captivated him, even though he was not a biologist with any marine biology training.

Stroud didn’t quit his day job, but three weeks after his...
Eric Stroud will be featured in a documentary scheduled to air on the National Geographic Channel during the fall. The film explores why Great White sharks suddenly disappeared from California waters and traveled to Hawaii after an orca attack. Stroud hypothesized that a chemical alarm signal might have been involved in the unexpected migration. Filming for Stroud’s segments took place in a Seton Hall laboratory and in the waters near South Bimini, Bahamas.

Hanson’s expertise in timed-release polymers for the pharmaceutical industry made him a good match for solving the problem of how to deliver a repellent that won’t immediately dissolve and dissipate. From him, Stroud learned that sharks’ reaction to carcass smells is typical in all animals and stems from a chemical-signaling response related to pheromones.

Today, Hanson and Stroud work together to determine what is in Stroud’s repellent mixture. (They are often assisted by undergraduate students, who are learning to solve real-world problems using biology and chemistry.) There is also a commercial orientation to their research; Stroud and Hanson hope to deliver the shark-repellent compound in a gel or polymer for the fishing industry at an affordable price. This product would supplement products already commercially available: aerosol cans with semiochemical repellents that are used by divers to enter shark-filled waters or to spray areas after an attack in order to clear the area.

Part of Stroud’s research is similar to the drug testing commonly done on elite athletes to determine what compounds are in their bloodstream or urine. This work involves the use of the University’s state-of-the-art equipment — gas chromatographs and mass spectrometers — that are part of Professor Snow’s lab. Determining unknown compounds from their molecular weight is no simple task; nor is discovering how — or if — they work together.

Hanson sees several possible end results from the research: protection for swimmers and survivors of sunken ships; the reversal of economic and environmental losses stemming from the unnecessary slaughter of sharks; and, of course, protection for the sharks themselves.

Moreover, Eric Stroud will have finally resolved his wife, Joanie’s, seminal question: “Why isn’t there a shark repellent?”

At that time, Shark Defense was still personally funded by Stroud as “a combination hobby and start-up.” He still didn’t know why his mixture worked, but he knew he needed money to continue his research. He could either pursue venture capital, which he eschewed as “cultive capital,” or become a research organization, funded from government grants and awards. He took the latter route in 2006 with two grants from the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Another grant was awarded recently by the National Marine Fisheries Service to support the time-release repellent research at Seton Hall.

The other thing Stroud needed was more scientific knowledge. And that led him to enroll in Seton Hall in September 2007 to study chemistry. Stroud chose Seton Hall partly because it was close to his laboratory, but more importantly, because of the school’s long history with New Jersey’s many pharmaceutical companies and its part-time evening program, aimed at working students. He began his doctoral work with a course in organic chemistry given by Hanson.

“I just clicked with the guy,” Stroud says of their eventual partnership. He says Hanson’s background isn’t one you would normally equate with sharks. Hanson has an undergraduate degree in chemistry and geology from Texas Christian University, and a doctoral degree in organic chemistry from the California Institute of Technology. He is an expert in specialized fields — organic and polymer synthesis, dendritic and hyper-branched polymers, and polymers for biotechnology — and he developed and patented polymer technologies while at AT&T Bell Laboratories.

Stroud learned that sharks’ reaction to carcass smells is typical in all animals and stems from a chemical-signaling response related to pheromones. Hanson sees several possible end results from the research: protection for swimmers and survivors of sunken ships; the reversal of economic and environmental losses stemming from the unnecessary slaughter of sharks; and, of course, protection for the sharks themselves. Moreover, Eric Stroud will have finally resolved his wife, Joanie’s, seminal question: “Why isn’t there a shark repellent?”

Bob Gilbert is a writer based in Connecticut.
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It was a fresh-faced summer morning, the kind of day that starts with promise and leads to hope because everything seems right with the world. Except that I had lost the library. It wasn’t where it was supposed to be as I strolled across campus that first day of faculty orientation in August 2008, reveling in the odd but pleasant sensation of starting something entirely new in a place that was thoroughly familiar, at least until I realized the library was gone.

I had just made the intensely personal decision to leave a position as reporter and foreign correspondent at The New York Times that I’d been proud to hold for more than 20 years to accept Monsignor Robert Sheeran’s invitation to come home and re-create myself as writer-in-residence at Seton Hall. When I graduated in 1975, I was a long-haired, wide-eyed communications major full of ideas for novels and books and stories, yearning to write my way into eternity. And here I was returning, having written books and followed the news halfway round the world, and back.

I crossed the campus that day without need of map or guide. New and old unfolded around me, invoking a sensation so exciting and yet so comforting that I found myself smiling inside and out. I rambled in these yellow-brick-road thoughts while crossing the University green, noting how the scraggly mulberry tree in the center had grown so long-limbed that steel cables now hold it together. The little leafy ferns and crape myrtles have grown stout and strong, while the path that we careless 1970s students had etched in the grass has grown into a neat brick crosswalk. I recalled how student protests back in the day had kept the green a muddy brown, mystifying first-in-the-family college students like me who hadn’t time between work and rushing to the library to take part.

The library had been my protest, my way of demonstrating that I was breaking from my working-class background in Hoboken, where education often was secondary, to force my way into a world that treasured the Sewanee Review and the other literary journals that Monsignor Noé Field introduced me to. At the library I saw for the first time shelves and shelves of magazines, journals and newspapers from everywhere, each a world I longed to explore.

Portions of this essay have appeared in The New York Times.
As I stepped off the green that August morning, I looked up and was completely disoriented. The library was not there, in front of me, where it had been the last time I had been inside it. In its place was a modern-looking building identified by a sign as Jubilee Hall. Though quite handsome, this clearly was not the library. Surely, I thought, as the campus had become more crowded, this new building must have sprouted directly in front of the library. Or perhaps my memory was off and I had forgotten how far from the green the library had been. After all, I hadn’t entered the building since 1975.

I walked around Jubilee expecting to find the library there. I could see other buildings including what I later found out was the remade McNulty Hall, but definitely not the library that I now realized I had, quite literally, lost. I eventually found it (after a sleepy graduate student asked me a puzzled look and a lazy thumb) and took my place alongside the new faculty as writer-in-residence at the same University where I had once lost an election for editor in chief of the school newspaper. The winner of that election, Patty Williams, became the first woman to head The Setonian, another indication of how much time had gone by.

Besides the fine new library (they still have parking, even with the new garage) I walked around Jubilee expecting to find the library that I now realized I had, quite literally, lost. I was struck by the dramatic words inscribed in the entrance — Bishop Romero’s soul-stirring evocation “My Word Remains,” Aquinas’ “The Son is the Word,” and Pope Leo XIII’s admonition (and battle cry to journalists): “Let no one dare to say anything false. Let no one fear to say anything true.”

The black robes of priests seem plentiful now that the archdiocesan seminary is on campus. The beer pub is gone and three Masses are celebrated in the beautifully renovated Chapel every day. The academic year began with a Mass and three Masses are celebrated in the beautifully renovated Chapel every day. The academic year began with a Mass and the need for us to lookout for each other.

Many days when I’m on campus, it doesn’t feel at all like the Seton Hall I remember, even when I meet members of the faculty who were here back when I was a student. It’s in the classroom that this circling back becomes most transparent, and most vexing. As writer-in-residence, I continue my professional writing, working on a variety of books and articles, while participating in University-wide lectures and presentations. I also teach courses in journalism and Latin American issues, based on my experience as a foreign correspondent for The Times. As I stand in front of my students, I can picture myself sitting in their places, a generation ago. But I know my students don’t easily picture me sitting in their seats. That’s probably inevitable because we take the measure of time differently. For them the supply of time is inexhaustible, like air or water, with no conceivable need to circle back. They don’t feel they must squeeze from every minute all the living juice it contains. I know I didn’t when I sat where they are.

I’ve developed a kind of double vision whenever I am on campus, seeing things as they were in the past as well as looking at them in the present. As the academic year drew to a close, and seniors in my class were about to graduate, I wondered whether I dared tell them how difficult the road ahead is going to be? How many disappointments they will hear? How many turns in their own road they are going to have to navigate no matter what they decide to do with their lives, or what their lives do with them? Thirty years ago, my own professors offered me life advice, telling me that I’d be better off switching from print to television because the future of newspapers was grim. I followed their advice and accepted a full-year University internship at New Jersey Network that set me up for a promising career in television news. Then, as soon as I graduated, I went back to the TV studio to work as producer of the statewide nightly newscast. But after a few years I felt hollowed out. I knew that I had been right from the beginning, that I would find my true voice in the written word.

Today, the end is awfully close for some newspapers, and publishing as a whole is undergoing a fundamental transformation, down to the definition of what constitutes the measure of time differently. For them the supply of time is inexhaustible, like air or water, with no conceivable need to circle back. They don’t feel they must squeeze from every minute all the living juice it contains. I know I didn’t when I sat where they are.
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The adolescent pomposity of those words made me cringe, but given where I am right now I sensed that what I had written then might apply just as well today. And that helped me realize I had no choice but to encourage my students, not only to dream, but also to be willing to take big risks to achieve those dreams no matter what roadblocks lie ahead. So I urged them to turn up the volume and dream.

Dream big. I don’t know what the future of newspapers will be, but I do know that the basics of clear thinking and solid writing will always be in demand. And there’s more. In the short time I’ve been back at Seton Hall, I’ve gotten the sense that student dreams are not the only ones here lacking helium. Seton Hall should feel comfortable filling the shoes of a solid and respected 153-year-old center of higher learning, but it doesn’t always. The University, all its faculty and staff, along with the ever-changing student body, should use the perspective of the past to peer clearly into the possibilities of the future, and dream big.

When Monsignor Sheeran talked to me about coming to Seton Hall, he invited me to come back home. I hadn’t thought of it that way, as a kind of circling back to the beginning. I’ve been moving ahead so fast that the E-ZPass of my life barely registered landmarks but collected a hefty toll. Talking to him made me realize that sometimes, something just happens to allow us, like swallows and chains letters, to end up circling back to where we began, only to start the cycle all over again. Now, he has announced that he is stepping down as president because God has other plans for him, a new chapter in his storied life. I don’t pretend that I felt the same kind of calling, but I think I do understand a little of what it will mean for him to embark on his new voyage, wherever it leads.

I can trace so much of my life back to the time I spent at Seton Hall that it does seem like home. My younger sister, Rachelle, is an alum, as are my twin nephews, Jeff and Joel. My wife, Miriam, and I were married in the Chapel, and in 2005 we returned to celebrate our 30th anniversary there. And in the same year that I returned to campus, Andrea, the daughter of one of my closest friends, was here as a freshman, beginning her voyage of life. She had other choices but decided she wanted to come to Seton Hall. She is the kind of high-achieving servant leader that Monsignor Sheeran is bringing here, while also preserving the University’s commitment to first-generation college students — like me — for whom the campus still represents the home that you leave, but that never leaves you. And that truly reflects the Hall’s Catholic heritage, its soul. Coming back gives me a chance to give back. And while I am here I will be on the lookout for the busy student with the bundle of books who is rushing across the green to get to the library as fast as he can, and hope he gets there.

Anthony DePalma ’75, writer-in-residence at Seton Hall, recently received the Maria Moors Cabot Prize, the oldest international award in journalism, for his work in promoting inter-American understanding.
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A Journey to Southeast Asia

K ealan Waldron ’09 is taking a different approach to life after college. In July, the softball standout traveled to Cambodia to begin a two-year Peace Corps assignment teaching English as a second language.

“I will be out in a rural part of the country that most likely will not have running water or electricity,” Waldron said. “Places that are kind of untouched.”

Waldron’s interest in world affairs began almost five years ago when she was still in high school in Oak Park, Ill., and had the opportunity to travel to Cuba to play against its national softball team.

“My hometown is sister cities with Havana, because Ernest Hemingway was from Oak Park and went to the country that most likely will not have teaching English as a second language,” Waldron continued. “When we weren’t playing, they did a really good job of teaching us about Cuban people, and the way their infrastructure is. We heard a lot about the politics in Cuba, but when we went, the emphasis was on the people and the culture. It’s a very culturally rich place.”

After high school, Waldron continued to think about travel even as she excelled at softball. At Seton Hall, she amassed a .300 career batting average with 21 home runs, 37 doubles, and 86 RBI, which puts her in the top 10 of all those categories. As a junior, the two-time All-BIG EAST third baseman had one of the best offensive seasons in school history, hitting .361 with nine homers and 35 RBI to lead the squad in 2008.

Despite all her individual accolades, Waldron is quick to reflect on her team’s accomplishments. “Going to the BIG EAST Tournament my sophomore and senior years and the upssets we had along the way were the most memorable parts of my softball career,” said Waldron. “Those games stick out because they were all team efforts. It was so fun to go in as the underdog and beat ranked teams like Louisville or DePaul with people you love, playing the game you love. Beating a team that nobody thinks you can beat is so amazing.”

Waldron credits the Whitehead School, where she was a diplomacy and international-relations student, and Seton Hall’s proximity to New York City with fostering her passion of travel and her ability to learn about new cultures and turn it into a possible career path.

“In the fall of her senior year, she interned in the Peace Corps’ public-relations office in Manhattan. Hearing first-hand experiences from returning volunteers fueled her desire to go abroad.

“This is not going to be a vacation,” said Waldron. “The Peace Corps is considered a 24/7 job. A big part of my job is to represent Americans. President Kennedy started this group to enhance the portrayal of our country.”

“It may seem like a big sacrifice,” she said, “but I don’t think about it like that. I’m lucky to be able to go over there and try and make a difference.”

HITTING A HOME RUN OVERSEAS: Kealan Waldron ’09, a former All-BIG EAST hitter on the Seton Hall softball team, is on a two-year teaching assignment in Cambodia for the Peace Corps. Photos courtesy of Kealan Waldron

“I’m lucky to be able to go over there and try and make a difference.”

Do you think colleges should be allowed to use lower admissions standards for athletes because they contribute to the school in other ways, or not?

Yes ........................... 23%
No ............................ 73%

Do you think schools should be punished by the NCAA if scholarship athletes have to leave school because they fail to make grades, or not?

Yes ........................... 38%
No ............................ 58%

How much importance do you think men’s coaches place on graduating basketball players?

High importance ................. 32%
Medium importance ............. 38%
Little importance ............... 17%
No importance ................... 6%

Do you think that students who receive athletic scholarships should be prevented from playing professionally until their class graduates, or should they be allowed to go pro at any time?

Prevented from playing professionally .......................... 44%
Allowed to go pro .......................... 52%

Do you think the media coverage prior to the NBA and NFL drafts plays a role in encouraging athletes to make themselves eligible for the draft before their class graduates?

Yes ........................... 80%
No ............................ 13%

Do you think the media coverage prior to the draft has any effect on teams’ draft selections or not?

Yes ........................... 38%
No ............................ 62%

Do you think high school players recruited by a particular coach should be able to follow that coach to a different school or should they be held to their original commitment?

Follow coach .................... 29%
Hold commitment ............... 71%

Hitting A Home Run Overseas: Kealan Waldron ’09, a former All-BIG EAST hitter on the Seton Hall softball team, is on a two-year teaching assignment in Cambodia for the Peace Corps. Photos courtesy of Kealan Waldron
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On the heels of three consecutive seasons in which the Pirates have outperformed expectations, the Seton Hall men’s basketball team is primed to move up the BIG EAST Conference standings.

The Pirates return four starters from last year’s team that won 17 games — including upset victories over #12-ranked Georgetown and #19-ranked USC — and earned its first victory in the BIG EAST Championship since 2003. Senior point guard Eugene Harvey and fifth-year senior center John Garcia return to lead a group of veterans including senior Robert Mitchell, sophomore Jordan Theodore and sharp shooter Jeremy Hazell. Last season, Hazell finished second in the BIG EAST with a 22.7 points per game average and earned Third Team All-Conference honors.

This season marks only the second time in Seton Hall history that a Pirates team returns two 1,000-point career scorers. Harvey enters the 2009-10 season with 1,304 points, while Hazell has 1,135 points. (The 1987-88 team returned Mark Bryant and James Major, both of whom scored their 1,000th career points the prior year. That team took Seton Hall to its first appearance in the NCAA Tournament.)

Joining the five veterans are six marquee newcomers, who make up one of the top recruiting classes in the conference. Three standout Division I transfers will suit up for Seton Hall this fall, including senior guard Keon Lawrence (University of Missouri), 6-foot-8 junior Herb Pope (New Mexico State University) and versatile forward Jeff Robinson (University of Memphis). Also playing for the Pirates will be junior college transfer Jamel Jackson, 6-11 center Melvin Oliver and true freshman Ferrakohn Hall.

Great Expectations for Coach Mangina’s 25th Season

The Seton Hall women’s basketball team looks to keep the momentum going from its first BIG EAST Championship win in six years. Last year’s team compiled a 17-14 record and earned the 15th seed in the conference tournament.

Junior guard Ebonie Williams ’08, the Pirates’ leading scorer in each of her first two seasons, will once again be the focal point of the offense. An outstanding shooter, she averaged 13.2 points per game and was a Second Team All-Met selection as a sophomore.

Senior forward Nicole Emery, the most experienced player on the roster, is also expected to become a feature performer. She ranked third on the team in scoring and rebounding last season and set a career high with 31 blocked shots. Kandice Green, a sophomore forward, will look to build on a strong rookie campaign that saw her earn BIG EAST All-Freshman honors. She was 10th in the conference with six double-doubles and 19th in rebounding with 6.6 per game.

Three freshmen are on the roster, and each has the chance to become an important contributor: Terry Green, a forward from Bridgewater, N.J., was ranked 92nd overall in the ESPN/USA HoopGurlz 100, a rating of the top high school seniors. Guard Brittany Morris of Raleigh, N.C., comes to the program from the same high school as basketball legend “Pistol” Pete Maravich, and forward Alexandra Maseko, a native of Zimbabwe, brings with her national team experience.

Photo by Steve Smith
Comanche Ethnography: Field Notes of E. Adamson Hoebel, Waldo R. Wedel, Gustav G. Carlson, and Robert H. Lowie (Studies in the Anthropology of North American Indian Series) Compiled and edited by Thomas W. Kavanagh, Ph.D., museum administrator and assistant professor of anthropology (University of Nebraska Press, $44.41)

In the summer of 1933 in Lawton, Okla., a team of six anthropologists met with 18 Comanche elders to record reminiscences of their traditional culture. Thomas W. Kavanagh has compiled all known surviving notes from the 1933 meeting, and created one of the largest archives of traditional Comanche cultural information ever gathered by an American anthropologist. The compilation stands as a legacy for both Comanches and those interested in learning more about their rich history and culture.

Apollo: Through the Eyes of the Astronauts Edited by Robert Jacobs, M.S. ’08, Michael Catlinage, Constance Moore, and Bertram Ulrich (Abrams, $24.95)

July 20, 2009, marked the 40th anniversary of the first moon landing by Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin. Apollo: Through the Eyes of the Astronauts was created by NASA to commemorate this achievement and offer a photographic record of some of the most significant space missions in history. The 21 surviving astronauts who flew Apollo missions contribute commentary to the book and highlight their favorite photographs. A foreword on the meaning of space exploration is penned by renowned astrophysicist Stephen Hawking and his daughter, Lucy Hawking.

Reading the Signs: Using Case Studies to Discuss Student Life Issues at Catholic Colleges and Universities in the United States Edited by Father Robert S. Meier, J.D., associate vice president for student affairs, Laura A. Wankel, Ed.D., vice president for student affairs, Sandra M. Eisterek and Edward P. Wright (Information Age Publishing, $39.95)

A 1994 study found that student affairs professionals who work at Catholic colleges and universities believe they have a responsibility to integrate both Catholic teachings and student affairs professional practice into their work. Reading the Signs is a collection of case studies that aims to open up a dialogue and allow for reflection on the issues faced by student affairs professionals who work at Catholic institutions of higher learning.

Writing Forensic Reports: A Guide for Mental Health Professionals By Daniel P. Greenfield, M.D., M.P.H., M.S., adjunct professor in the physician assistant program and clinical professor in the department of psychiatry in the School of Health and Medical Sciences, and Jack A. Gottschild, J.D., M.A., M.S.W., adjunct professor in the Stillman School of Business (Springer, $36)

Despite the extensive list of technical literature on forensic mental health, there is a need for practical guides to help professionals generate clear and persuasive forensic mental-health reports. This practical and comprehensive guidebook provides full-length report samples, a step-by-step guide explaining how a report is created, the legal and clinical bases for discussing forensic issues, and the applicability of reports to forensic settings.

Disturbing Revelation: Leo Strauss, Eric Voegelin and the Bible By Father John J. Ravel, Ph.D., associate professor of philosophy (University of Mississippi Press, $47.50)

Political philosophers Leo Strauss and Eric Voegelin share an abiding interest in the Judeo-Christian tradition. Disturbing Revelation is an in-depth discussion on Strauss and Voegelin’s treatment of the Bible and their attitudes on its contribution to the modern world. Fundamental questions of reason and revelation are discussed in an exposition of these two important thinkers and their insights on the relationship between philosophy and religious belief.

Today’s White Collar Crime: Legal, Investigative and Theoretical Perspectives By Harry J. Brigham (Routeledge, $59.95)

The extent, seriousness and impact of white-collar crimes on American society is as important today as it was in 1939 when the term was coined by Edwin Sutherland, 29th president of the American Sociological Society. Today’s White Collar Crime goes beyond discussing the basic theories of commonly encountered offenses such as fraud, forgery, embezzlement and counterfeiting to explore the increasingly important legal and social aspects of these crimes. The text is a guide for professionals and students interested in the investigative tools and techniques used to understand white collar crime and its links to social injustice, government corruption and international terrorism.

Selecting the Pope: Uncovering the Mysteries of Papal Elections By Greg Walden, M.A., ’16, senior advisor for communications (Staging, $9.95)

Selecting the Pope explores the fascinating process involved in electing the supreme pastor of the Catholic Church. The book reveals the rules and rituals involved in the secretive practice, along with a rich discussion of conciliar history and information on the passing of John Paul II. Also included is coverage of Pope Benedict XVI’s most recent trip to the United States, a discussion of his relationship with the Islamic world, and some thoughts for the future of the Church.

Language Development: Foundations, Processes and Clinical Applications By Brian B. Shuman, Ph.D., dean of the School of Health and Medical Sciences and professor of speech-language pathology and Nina C. Capone, Ph.D., associate professor of speech-language pathology (Jones & Bartlett, $84.95)

As the number of culturally and linguistically diverse individuals in the United States continues to increase, so does the need to understand language development. This comprehensive resource offers an accessible overview within the clinical context of language assessment and intervention. It also offers insight into the challenges and responsibilities professionals face when attempting to bridge the biological, environmental and technological aspects of helping children communicate.

Note to authors:
To have your commercially published book considered for “Pirates in Print,” send your information and a review copy to Seton Hall magazine, 467 Centre Street, South Orange, NJ 07079. Please request our guidelines first by writing to shwriter@shu.edu.

Book descriptions contain direct quotes from book covers and publisher-provided materials.
Coaches Score a New Center

It’s fair to say that Jack Lavery ’68, chairman, chief executive officer, and chief economist of Lavery Consulting Group and the economic voice of Minyanville Multimedia and Publishing, knows how to make smart moves with money; he also knows the importance of having the right tools for the job in any arena.

In 2000, after serving 20 years at Merrill Lynch & Co., where, among other achievements, he helped build and run the company’s Global Securities Research & Economics capabilities, Lavery returned to Seton Hall in-residence at the Stillman School of Business for a year and has since found other ways to give back.

“My wife and I are delighted that the core part of the overall gift we made to Seton Hall as part of the Sesquicentennial Campaign went to establish a coaching center bearing our names.”

The Lavery gift helped to close out Seton Hall’s $6 million Richie and Sue Regan Campaign, honoring the legendary Seton Hall coach and his wife, who dedicated 75 combined years of service to Pirate athletics. Regan Campaign funds have been earmarked for extensive renovation of Seton Hall’s athletic facilities and to strengthen the University’s Athletic Endowment, which supports team operations, endows coaching positions and expands opportunities for student-athletes.

Giving back to Seton Hall is a “personal choice,” Lavery said. He encourages alumni to give back in whatever way they can. “It may be volunteering, donating to some specific initiative or program, or simply enriching your life by getting reconnected.”

The Scholarship Lifeline

In 2009, more than 1,052 undergraduates participated in Seton Hall’s 152nd Commencement Exercises. Imagine if one of those students had not been able to attend the University because he or she had no way to pay for tuition.

That’s why scholarships — and donors like Ruth Morgan — are so vital.

She established the Thomas J. and Ruth Morgan Scholarship in 2006, in honor of her late husband, who graduated from Seton Hall in 1966. They met when they were English teachers at Lincoln High School in Jersey City, N.J.

Morgan said creating the scholarship was a dream they shared. “My only regret is that just one of us has the supreme pleasure of seeing that dream become a reality.”

Morgan specified that the award should go to a senior at Lincoln High, where she said many students are from families struggling with financial difficulties. In 2007, Daniel Pierre became the scholarship’s first recipient.

With economic hardship forcing institutions to slash their budgets, financial need continues to escalate. Each year, 90 percent of the University’s 5,300 undergraduates rely on some type of financial assistance to help pay part or all of the cost of their education, and Seton Hall provides direct support for 72 percent of students.

So for many, scholarships make the challenge of financing their education less daunting. And donors like Morgan support students’ educational aspirations with not only money, but also encouraging words.

During a recent scholarship dinner hosted by the University, Morgan met Pierre, to whom she had written: “You seem to possess the promise that Seton Hall saw in you and justify the hope that the Morgan Scholarship places in you. I’m proud of you.”

Students reciprocate by doing their best work. Pierre earned a 3.44 GPA during his freshman year.

Over time, relationships between students and donors grow through mutual respect and appreciation. The recipient of another scholarship, Maria Johalle Barcelona ’07, has expressed gratitude for the “overall pillar of support” given to her during this exciting but often difficult time of life, emphasizing that she “would not have made it through school without the kindness of strangers.”

Scholarships offer a tremendous return on investment: the faces of the young men and women as they accept their diplomas — prepared for the future with the best education and inspired by the knowledge that “a stranger” cared enough to support their dreams.
Elaine Denholtz, M.A.E. ’68, sent her book The Extra Parent: How Grandparents are Helping Out, Pitching in and Raising their Grandchildren to Michelle Obama’s mother, Marian Robinson, who is helping raise Sasha and Malia Obama in the White House.

**NEWS & NOTES**

married on November 15, 2008, in the Chapel of the Immaculate Conception at Seton Hall.

Alumni Post No. 40, Union, N.J., for the third consecutive year.

M.B.A. ’59, is a book reviewer for the Bloomfield Educational Foundation in From Einstein to Elvis awarded the Legend of Coaching Award from Ann F. Lucas ’50, Distinguished Fellow and the National Municipal Court in Hunterdon County.

David R. Ceduone ’74, of Livingston, N.J., was appointed judge of the Raritan Township Municipal Court in Hallett, N.J., published his family’s memoir, Leaving Santa Croce: The History of Edna Evergreen Nursery and the Cevola family in America, 1931-2008.

Ann F. Lucas ’50, 50s recipient of Science degree by Georgetown University, Dr. Edward J. Petrus ’61, of Chicago, Ill., was named a trustee of the University.

Dr. John W. Tishler ’81, of Toms River, N.J., published a book, juvenile delinquent to... 37

John Job, M.A.E. ’91, of West Milford, N.J., was named director of the Office of the Federal Relations at Montclair University and performed a national certification in school nursing.

Brian O’Neil ’05 and Jessica Mary (Hunter) ’05/M.A.D.U.R. ’08 married on November 15, 2008, in the Chapel of the Immaculate Conception at Seton Hall.

Stanley J. Costanzo ’60, of Edison, N.J., was appointed director of the Office of the Diocese by Bishop Paul Knock of the Diocese of Newark. Dr. John M. Landor ’30, of Warren, N.J., joined the law firm of Reed Smith... Bill J. Moriarity ’93, of Lakewood, N.J., was named executive director of Catholic Charities in Baltimore.

Taking the stage

W hat’s next? That’s the question Brian O’Brien ’83 keeps in mind as he navigates through the unpredictable world of theater. A successful performer, O’Brien has danced with Chita Rivera, performed with Reba McEntire and walked the stage with Julie Andrews. His ever-ready spirit has brought him great success and has allowed him a life he never imagined as a 21-year-old marketing major at Seton Hall.

Although he pursued acting in high school, O’Brien had written it off by the time he reached college. “It was the 1980s and the lure of Wall Street and Reaganesque” had prompted him to pursue a career with a steady paycheck.

So, just for fun in his final semester, O’Brien and three friends entered the University talent show, singing duo-oo.

“I never expected to win,” says O’Brien, “but it was a light bulb moment for me.” It was also the start of his career.

In the audience that night was a Manhattan talent agent who selected O’Brien to audition for a Levi Strauss 501 ad campaign. The New Jersey native landed the job and replaced his visions of getting an M.B.A. with a desire to move to New York City and pursue acting full time.

“My life consisted of waiting tables and reading scripts. In the audience that night was a Manhattan talent agent who selected O’Brien to audition for a Levi Strauss 501 ad campaign. The New Jersey native landed the job and replaced his visions of getting an M.B.A. with a desire to move to New York City and pursue acting full time.”

“I never expected to win,” says O’Brien, “but it was a light bulb moment for me.” It was also the start of his career.

In the audience that night was a Manhattan talent agent who selected O’Brien to audition for a Levi Strauss 501 ad campaign. The New Jersey native landed the job and replaced his visions of getting an M.B.A. with a desire to move to New York City and pursue acting full time.

“My life consisted of waiting tables and reading scripts. In the audience that night was a Manhattan talent agent who selected O’Brien to audition for a Levi Strauss 501 ad campaign. The New Jersey native landed the job and replaced his visions of getting an M.B.A. with a desire to move to New York City and pursue acting full time.”
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In the audience that night was a Manhattan talent agent who selected O’Brien to audition for a Levi Strauss 501 ad campaign. The New Jersey native landed the job and replaced his visions of getting an M.B.A. with a desire to move to New York City and pursue acting full time.

“My life consisted of waiting tables and reading scripts. In the audience that night was a Manhattan talent agent who selected O’Brien to audition for a Levi Strauss 501 ad campaign. The New Jersey native landed the job and replaced his visions of getting an M.B.A. with a desire to move to New York City and pursue acting full time.”

“I never expected to win,” says O’Brien, “but it was a light bulb moment for me.” It was also the start of his career.
Frank Rosato ’99
2009, to Joette ’99/M.A.’02 and who also serves as chair for the Associates, a New York City partner/vice president of account Marketing Advisory Council, is Stillman School of Business.

Jim Malespina ’71.
Ganton, serving as president-elect with Alumni Board president, after

Names President

NE W S & NOTES

which was published by Random House – Awaken Youth to the Power of God’s Love wrote a book, Fatica ’01/ M.A.E.’03, the Children’s Miracle Network. …

thefifthannual Play Ball for Miracles soft - ball tournament, on behalfof those who have survived, or fighting, or have fallen to cancer. …

Paul Royer ’05, of South Bound Brook, N.J., is a broadcaster for the New Jersey Devils’ minor league hockey team. He was selected to call the ECCHL All-Star Game, and also called the longest game in the league’s 23-year history.

Giuseppe Barone ’09, of Bound Brook, N.J., is a broadcaster for the Prudential Center in January 2009. 

Paul Roper ’08, of Harleysville, Pa., was promoted to online media strategist for Harmelin Media.

top left: Nathan Bland, M.A. ’04, and wife, Shannon ’03/M.A.’04, in China.
Pirates Helping Pirates

The economic downturn has affected everyone, and the Seton Hall family of more than 80,000 alumni is no immune.

The Office of Alumni Relations and the Alumni Board are working together to make the Pirate network work for you.

The Alumni Board — with its wide cross-section of alumni, both of which have several thousand members — join LinkedIn and on the social networking site Facebook, www.setonhallalumniexperience.com.

Looking for a job? Take advantage of the services of the Alumni Association outside the South Orange area.

A number of events throughout the year offer a chance to network with other alumni. For a complete schedule, visit the Alumni Calendar of Events at www.shu.edu/alumni.

Donors of events throughout the year offer a chance to network with other alumni. For a complete schedule, visit the Alumni Calendar of Events at www.shu.edu/alumni.

Looking for a job? Take advantage of the services offered by The Career Center, both free and fee-based. Visit www.shu.edu/officercareercenter/resources/cf.

Join one of the many Regional Chapters of the Alumni Association outside the South Orange area. Get to know fellow Pirates in your neighborhood.

Perhaps the most valuable benefit of a Seton Hall education is the singular bond we share as alumni of this great institution. Our alumni hold prominent positions in business, sports, government, education, law, finance, health care, media, marketing and more. Do some research and find out Seton Hall alumni are employed at companies you would consider working for.

Then, reach out. You may not get a job offer from the connection, but it’s likely you will at least be able to meet with the alumni and get some career advice.

You have far more to gain by reaching out than you have to lose. And when, you are called on to help another Pirate, you will — never forgetting those Pirates who extended a helping hand to you.

Brenda Pointer

The School of Health and Medical Sciences is looking for alumni; please ask us to visit them or e-mail us at alumnirelations@shu.edu.

Where are they?

The Pirates Helping Pirates program offers a chance to network with other alumni. For a complete schedule, visit the Alumni Calendar of Events at www.shu.edu/alumni.

Friends of the University

Michael A. Blumberg
Marion Bracco
Camille A. Chudnow
St. Paul’s College
Charlie Flowers
Catherine S. Galley
John F. Kail
James W. La Forte
Katie L. Maggianos
Scott W. Martin
Robert F. McGarry
Paul A. Ulrich

Do you receive the alumni Pirates newsletter? For other Career Center resources, visit www.shu.edu/career.

Mark G. Kavanagh, President of the Alumni Board of Directors
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Alumni Heroes
Where are Seton Hall’s alumni heroes during these hard times? Are you an alumnus or do you know an alumnus who has selflessly helped another person in need during a difficult time?

We want to hear from you.

No good deed is too small to mention. We know there are alumni out there who spend more time doing for others than for themselves. We want to learn about their stories and give them the kudos they deserve in the magazine and online.

Tell us their story by emailing alumni@shu.edu.

Use Your Network
Social networking: dictionary.com defines “social networking” as the use of a Web site to connect with people who share personal or professional interests, place of origin, education at a particular school, etc.

LinkedIn
With more than 2,000 members and growing daily, Seton Hall’s LinkedIn group can help you manage your network of career and professional contacts. Search for the Seton Hall University Alumni Network.

Join more than 2,000 of your fellow alumni on Facebook and find out about events being held on campus, the most recent campus news, and the latest updates from your former classmates. Search for the Seton Hall University Alumni Network.

Request your Pirate Pride bandana at www.shu.edu/alumni.

If you have requested a bandana, we want your photo! E-mail your photos to alumni@shu.edu or mail prints to Alumni Relations, 457 Centre Street, South Orange, NJ 07079.

Diplomatic photos must be high-resolution JPEG or TIFF files that are at least one megabyte in size.

Because you’re a Seton Hall alum…
10% discount on bookstore purchases*

Visit the Bookstore for all your Pirate Blue needs!

www.SHU.bkstr.com

online. on campus.

Pirate Pride


Request your Pirate Pride bandana at www.shu.edu/alumni.

If you have requested a bandana, we want your photo!

E-mail your photos to alumni@shu.edu or mail prints to Alumni Relations, 457 Centre Street, South Orange, NJ 07079.

(Digital photos must be high-resolution JPEG or TIFF files that are at least one megabyte in size.)

share your news...

Have you been promoted? Earned an advanced degree? Recently married? Been honored for professional or personal achievements? Added a baby Pirate to the ranks? We want to know! Visit us at www.shu.edu/alumni and share your success. Your news may be published in a future issue of the Seton Hall magazine.

If you can’t logon to www.shu.edu/alumni, fill out the form below with your news and send it to:

Seton Hall magazine, Alumni News and Notes
457 Centre St., South Orange, NJ 07079
Fax: 973-378-2640

Name

Class Years and Degrees from Seton Hall

Home Address

Phone

E-mail Address

News to Share:

Above: Nolan Locke, nephew of Kathleen Castore, M.A.’03

MY TIME…

The Seton Hall Traditions Project

Everyone Has a Story

“My Time,” Seton Hall’s traditions project, is still under way. We want to know about your experiences at the University as a student, friend of the University, staff or faculty member. Fill out our survey and share your story today.

Fill out the survey at www.shu.edu/go/mytime.

NEWS & NOTES

Many Have One Good Time

Surrounded by fantastic views of downtown Manhattan, guests attended the 23rd annual Many Are One alumni awards gala on May 29th in Jersey City, N.J. The event raised more than $60,000 for scholarships for children of alumni who attend Seton Hall, and recognized the significant achievements of alumni honorees.

A special thanks to the members of the Many Are One Committee, chaired by Mark Ganton, for their hard work and dedication to making this event a success.

“I was a fabulous evening! The Staats’ offspring provided a surprise and warm introduction for their father. They are a wonderful reflection of their parents, Bill and Maryjane, who met at Seton Hall.”

– John Swift ’60

42
In May, the Diocese of Metuchen opened an investigation into a possible miracle involving Mother Mary Angeline Teresa McCrory, founder of the Carmelite Sisters for the Aged and Infirm, who died in 1984. Details about the event are being kept private, but according to news reports, a couple in the Diocese prayed to Mother McCrory to help their unborn baby, who had been diagnosed with a genetic disorder. The baby was born in better health than had been anticipated.

To find out more about miracles and sainthood, Seton Hall turned to Monsignor Raymond Kupke, adjunct professor of Church history at the Immaculate Conception Seminary School of Theology and the pastor of Holy Family Parish in Florham Park, N.J.

How are miracles investigated and how is someone named a saint? Groups seeking the beatification or canonization of someone look for a miracle. You need one miracle for beatification and a second miracle for canonization. Groups interested in promoting a cause often will ask people seeking miraculous cures to pray through the intercession of a particular person. The group usually asks people to report any possible miracles to them so that they include the miracle in the cause for canonization.

When a miracle is reported, the local diocese investigates. The process includes a medical, factual, and theological investigation. If the Diocese thinks the event passes muster, then they would send it on to Rome, and the process would be repeated again.

Ultimately, based on the recommendation of the Roman medical board, and the committee there, the Cardinals who compose the Congregation for the Causes of the Saints would make the final determination of whether or not it is a miracle. Based on that, the person may be beatified or canonized.

Are there cases of someone having an interesting path to becoming a saint? Pope John Paul II’s case is interesting. If you remember his funeral, there were banners out in the square demanding that he be canonized immediately.

The general law of the Church is that you cannot introduce a cause until five years after the person’s death. So one of the first things that Pope Benedict XVI had to deal with was that very question. For a whole generation, Pope John Paul II was the only Pope, and in those minds he was a saint. Pope Benedict XVI appeared to take the middle road; he allowed the cause to be introduced before the five years. But he also said, “The normal process will take place. We’re not going to jump the gun.” Considering how much Pope John Paul II wrote, his could be a longer cause.

Another way for a cause to go faster is to be martyred. Then you get dispensed from the miracle. So Maximilian Kolbe or some of the other martyrs from the Nazi persecution in World War II, they might see the cause go quicker.

Maximilian Kolbe was executed by the Nazis in retaliation for a death camp inmate who had vanished. They were going to execute 10 men. They counted off every 10th man and they would pull the man out of line. In one case, the 10th man was a very young man who had a wife and a family; he pleaded to be allowed to live. Kolbe stepped forward to take his place, and that spared man was still alive for Kolbe’s canonization.
We Give... to support scholarships and financial aid, student life, campus advancement, and faculty development.

For more information or to make a gift, please contact the Seton Hall Fund office at 973-766-6666 or setonhallfund@shu.edu. or visit us on the Web: www.shu.edu/giving.